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Current system security strategies are failing and cannot be fixed by security engineers alone. The reason for 

failure is evident: the attack community operates as an intelligent, multi-agent, self organizing, system-of-systems – 

with swarm intelligence, tight learning loops, fast evolution, and dedicated intent. With few exceptions, the systems 

being targeted are alone, senseless and defenseless – relying on outside benevolence for protection, whether this be 

separate security systems, laws and penalties, or perceived probabilities of being an overlooked target. Here we 

address the workshop’s first concern, and define next generation security as co-evolving in this arms race with 

systemic self-organization that leverages community at least equally agile to the adversary in six observed common 

characteristics: self organization, adaptable tactics, reactive resilience, evolvable strategies, proactive innovation, and 

harmonious operations. 

Operating as self-organizing systems-of-systems, these attack communities range from technologically savvy 

guerrillas and terrorists practicing so-called 4th generation warfare against social infrastructure systems; to system 

hacker communities empowered by ubiquitous Internet access to tools, techniques, and targets. In the mix we see 

organized crime, entrepreneurial criminals, nation-state war departments, grass-roots flash swarms, and do-it-

yourself antisocial expression. Attack communities are diverse in nature and allegiance, but their strength is rooted in 

six common characteristics generally absent in current system security strategy. In a word, the adversary is agile.  

How will system engineering facilitate sustainable system functionality in the face of intelligent determined attack? 

Is there any body of practice that can help answer this question? We think so, and have begun a research project to 

illuminate appropriate architectural and operational concepts that can be used as conceptual building blocks for next 

generation system security strategy. Our interest is with the security-contextual aspects of system engineering, not 

with the details and technologies of security engineering.  

The growing body of work in patterns for system architectures has inspired a pattern descriptive approach arising 

from reviews of Christopher Alexander’s seminal construction-architecture pattern work (Alexander 1977), and many 

others that have adapted the pattern concept to other fields. Our interest is focused on developing a pattern language 

that can be common and meaningful to both system engineers and security engineers, and comfortably informative to 

decision makers.  

Stephanie Forrest (Forrest et al. 1994) is a pioneer in adapting lessons from biology to security strategies.  

Though her focus tends to be on cybersecurity, her insights seem appropriate to a much wider class of systems. 

“Among the principles of living systems we see as most important to the development of robust software systems 

are: Modularity,  autonomy, redundancy, adaptability, distribution, diversity,  and use of disposable components.”  

(Forrest et al. 2005) 
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Life adapts and evolves, it is resilient, it is innovative, and it is in harmony with its environment. Lessons from the 

sustained evolution of species would seem appropriate for consideration in agile security design. Well known are the 

threat-responsive swarming behaviors exhibited by ants and bees, where large numbers of simple units work together 

to drive off or eliminate the threat. As individual units they only understand a simple common immediate goal and 

follow basic rules to achievement. Social animal life exhibits built-in systemic mechanisms for detecting security-

threatening behavior among its members, and mitigating that behavior if it is evaluated as intolerable. Peer behavior 

policing is evident in humans (Myers 2008), animals (Flack et al. 2006) and insect societies (Heinze 2003). 

Without much difficulty early spot-examples of self organized system security can be found. Society evolved police 

forces only in the last 150 years, and relied on self-organized peer behavior monitoring for most of history. 

Interestingly, current police theory is moving back toward community policing concepts as being more responsive and 

custom fit to the neighborhood needs. Ad hoc mesh networks are addressing issues of self policing among nodes. 

Unmanned autonomous vehicle research is facing issues of peer-peer abnormality detection. Some plants exhibit 

abilities to detect insect attacks and emit selected gasses that call in the appropriate insect predators. Collective 

cyber-intrusion incident response communities are emerging among some organizations with similar characteristics. 

Of special note, there is a considerable body of work in artificial immune systems (AIS) applied to security. Just to 

name a few. 

A self organized group of volunteers who work at the intersection of systems and security engineering, with 

representatives from academia, intelligence, defense, and commercial interests, is now engaged in the first phase of 

the patterns project depicted in Figure 1. This first phase adopts an initial set of tools that are being evaluated with 

use and are expected to evolve with experience. The six SAREPH characteristics shown in Table 1 mirror key observed 

characteristics of the attack communities, and  are adopted as initial filters for selecting candidate operational 

patterns of next generation system security. 

Table 1: Pattern qualification filters 

[S] Self-organizing – with humans embedded in the loop, or with systemic mechanisms. 

[A] Adapting to unpredictable situations – with reconfigurable, readily employed resources. 

[R] Reactively resilient – able to continue, perhaps with reduced functionality, while recovering. 

[E] Evolving with a changing environment – driven by vigilant situation and fitness evaluation. 

[P] Proactively innovative – acting preemptively, perhaps unpredictably, to gain advantage. 

[H] Harmonious with system purpose – aiding rather than degrading system and user productivity. 
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In the work conducted to date we have used these six ‘rough’ SAREPH characteristics as filters for selecting 

candidate agile security techniques – though no research conclusions guide us yet for suggesting how many or what 

combinations might be minimally necessary, or even if these six are sufficient. 

Figure 2 shows the initial pattern “form” populated with an early example pattern. The research plan includes a 

Phase 1 review of a number of initial pattern-capture attempts with a small group of volunteer pattern developers 

mid-year 2010, and then advancing those that show most promise into a Phase 2 set of pattern-specific papers that 

should lay groundwork for a Phase 3 attempt at shaping the beginnings of a multi-level pattern language. The purpose 

of the pattern language is to demystify the concepts of self-organizing systems-of-systems as a system security 

foundation, and to open working relationships between systems engineers, security engineers, and decision makers. 

The pattern form emerged from an iterative application and discovery precursor activity, which identified and 

described three pattern examples called Dynamic Phalanx Defense, Peer Behavior Monitoring, and Swarming Threat 

Sensors . All three examples reference multiple supporting instances in the literature in a variety of different system 

domains. Figure 2 shows the pattern graphic for the Dynamic Phalanx Defense, a device of the pattern form intended 

to display time-based response dynamics.  

Research into the nature of SAREPH characteristics manifested in the adversary communities should offer a 

deeper foundation for exploring and developing similar architectures and operational modes, and perhaps point the 

way to superior capabilities through purposeful system engineering. 

Pattern languages have pattern hierarchies. Christopher Alexander’s work, for instance, recognizes towns, 

buildings, and construction as successively nested pattern categories. In the course of selecting and developing initial 

test examples, like the one shown in Figure 2, it became evident that all were middle level patterns, and that at least 

a three level hierarchy would be appropriate. A lower level set might encompass patterns within individual agents that 

enable and compel their participation in multi-agent system-of-system patterns like that in Figure 2. A higher level set 

might encompass patterns of governance, autocatalysis, behavior attractors, and evolution drivers. Some questions to 

answer include: Are three levels sufficient or are there more to be explored, and how is a level bounded? Alexander 

arrived at 253 patterns he felt sufficient to capture the principle concepts of his field of interest, but then his field has 

eons of practice and maturity. It will likely be some time before the bounds and structures of self-organizing systems-

of-systems reveal themselves. 

Recognizing patterns in security strategies, identifying those that are agile, and defining them in a reusable 

pattern format can help accelerate the inclusion of agile security as part of the systems engineering process. This 

work intends to develop a population of “path finder” patterns of agile security, expecting they will be replaced with a 

more historical-based pattern compendium once sufficient experience is accumulated on the way toward a mature 

“pattern language”. This initial work should provide a platform for subsequent study and augmentation.
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Figure 1. Three phase research plan 
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Figure 2. Example of a pattern description synopsis. As these descriptions are for path-finder 
patterns rather than of well-known common-practice patterns, full understanding is either 

obtained from reading the referenced papers or from reading accompanying discussion pages. 


